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Dear Bill:

With the loss of the LCU, we have modified our plans substantially to
conduct part of our scientific program at Enewetak this next Jan-Feb. I
now request that the four people named below, from LLL, be allowed access to
Enewetak during the period 31 Jan-15 Feb. They will live in the Janet trailer
with three people from the University of Hawaii for the entire period.

We plan groundwater sampling at all well sites on Janet, David and Fred.
Air sampler will be run on Janet for the two weeks and some reef sampling will
be conducted. Since we have a large number of well sites at Janet, we will
require unlimited access on the island. A suitable vehicle, to carry our
sampling gear and large volume water samples, should be available during the
period while we are on Janet.

Our crew will arrive at Enewetak on 31 Jan. They will need that afternaon
and the morning of the Ist to get our gear together from storage at Fred. They
will require billets on Fred for the evening of 31 Jan. and boat support from
the military on 1 Feb. in order to move all the equipment to Janet. In addition
to our sampling gear we require on Janet:

1. Diesel fuel-sufficient to run generator to powerthe trailer for two
weeks.

2. Food supplies for seven people for two weeks (four-LLL and three- U.
of Hawaii).

3. 3-55 gal drums of 80 octane aviation gas (or if not available, regular
gas) to power small generators that run air samplers.

4. Water truck-full on Janet.

If the water truck, diesel and gas were available on Janet prior to the
arrival of the scientific personnel it would be very helpful.

The personnel listed below will depart San Francisco on 30 Jan. and require
hotel reservations and a vehicle in Hono for that evening and reservations on
the 31 Jan. MAC flight to Enewetak.
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Name Social Security Clearance

Kai Wong*
Rod Eagle
Gale Holladay
James L Brunk
*Chief of Party

Ken Marsh,.. siwsw¥sidsnsi(i#s _...y Will serve as an alternate if any of the
above named individuals cannot make the trip. At the present time Rod Eagle
is in the hospital with an infected elbow. I anticipate he will be in good
shape by the end of January but I cannot take the chance of having to operate
the program with only three people. Therefore, I request that Ken Marsh be
processed and then if andwhen necessary, cancel his orders.

All LLL people on this phase of the program will depart Enewetak on the
15 Feb. MAC flight to Hono. We may hand carry frozen material back to Hono,
if that phase of the program is sucessful, and will require someone to meet
the return flight to insure the frozen material gets to cold storage. The
returning personnel would like hotel reservations at the Holiday Inn for the
evening of 15 Feb. The return plane reservations will be made through our
office. Thank you for your attention to these matters.

Yours Truly,

“Cela, £Patho

Victor E. Noshkin
Environmental Sciences Division
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Copies to:
Jim Brink
Rod Eagle
Gale Holladay
Ken Marsh
Bill Robison
Kai Wong
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